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Off-hand the title of the book may give the impression that this is just another list of big primes. It cer-
tainly does give several records, but it also contains an enormous amount of information concerning  
classical questions in prime number theory. It is not possible to give a full description of the contents of 
the book.  I'll just give short summaries of the most  important  chapters, which I think are the chapters 
2, 3, 4 and 6. 

Chapter 2 has the title: "How to recognize whether a natural number is prime" discusses primality 
testing and factorization methods. This contains a lot of various primality tests and and factorizations 
methods.  A special section is devoted to immediate applications of number theory such as cryptography 
and coding theory.

Ribenboim heRibenboim here makes a remark: "Immediate direct applications of number theory! Who would  dream 
of it some 30 years ago? Von Neumann yes, not me, not many people. Poor number theory, the Queen 
relegated to be the object of courtship inspired by necessity not by awe." (Here he alludes to Gauss' sta-
tement: "Number theory is the queen of mathematical sciences.")

Chapter 3 has the title: "Are there functions defining prime numbers?" and deals with the vaguely 
defined subject of finding a function f such that f(n) = ”the nth prime number pn”.  The chapter also 
touches on logical aspects and the surprising result that there exists a polynomial with integral coeffi-
cients such that the set of prime numbers  coincides with the set of positive values assumed by the 
polynomial as the variables range in the set of non-negative integers.

Chapter 4 has the title: "How aChapter 4 has the title: "How are the prime numbers distributed?". The main subjects in this chapter are 
the prime number theorem, the difference between consecutive primes, twin primes  and primes in 
arithmetic progressions. The chapter gives an excellent overview of both results and conjectures (several 
of which turned out to be false!) as well as of their connections to the Riemann zeta function.  
                                                                                                                                                                 
The last chapter 6 has the title "Heuristic and pThe last chapter 6 has the title "Heuristic and probabilistic results about prime numbers" discusses plau-
sibility arguments for various famous conjectures in number theory. Among the subjects treated are 
Artin's conjectures concerning the number of prime twins and the primes with a fixed number as a pri-
mitive root. 

The book concludes with a letter from the author to the reader in which (among other things) he 
explains his choice of topics. He wanted "to produce a work of synthesis, to develop the theory of prime 
numbers as a discipline where the natural questions are systematically studied." From this point of view 
the book is a real success. 

There are not many proofs in the book, but after each chapter there is an extensive list of references 
which is arranged chronologically.  The book is written with much wit and a catching enthusiasm. 
It can be viewed as a long series of appetizers,  which almost transform hard core mathematics 
into into recreational mathematics.  If you some day would like to relax in a constructive way then 
open Ribenboiḿs book and in a nice way you may have learned something.  

Finally a few words about the author: Ribenboim is 89 years old and is practically blind, but 
nevertheless he is "still going strong" and is still writing textbooks and monographs!                                    
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